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t was a few years before the South African (Boer) War, in the

late 1800s, when President Paul Kruger (in office 1883 –

1900) was alerted to the fact that a rapid extinction of

various species of flora and fauna was taking place in South

Africa. Unregulated hunting meant that wild animals were

disappearing fast, and President Kruger had his eye on a piece of

land he wanted to turn into a reserve.



MAKING A PARK

In 1898, he managed to declare the area between the Sabie and

Crocodile rivers a game sanctuary and restricted hunting zone –

which he called the Government Game Reserve, subsequently

renamed to the Sabi Game Reserve. This was a time of great

upheaval, during which President Kruger declared war on the British

Empire, a war which ended in 1902.

In 1903, the area between the Sabie and Olifants rivers was added to

the reserve, and by the end of 1903 the Shingwedzi Game Reserve

was proclaimed – covering the area between the Letaba and Levuvhu

rivers. The subsequent addition of further farms added to this vast

A safari expedition in the 1930s © Timbavati Private Nature Reserve



protected area.

Hunting was forbidden but wildlife was still scattered and skittish.

Staff were appointed and James Stevenson-Hamilton became the

first park warden. He became renowned for his dedication to

conservation, and famously disapproved of the tarring of the roads in

the reserve, believing that people would then drive faster, resulting in

the unnecessary deaths of wild animals. This man could see well into

the future!

NCO’s Steinackers Horse Komatipoort outside the big house (1902) ©

SANParks archives



It soon became clear that the only way to secure the future of wildlife

in the reserve was to establish it as a national park under the South

African Union Government. Unfortunately, this idea was short-lived,

as in 1914 World War I broke out, resulting in many of the staff

leaving for active service. The poor state of the economy meant that

most departing staff were not replaced.

With the lack of staff, the reserve suffered from rampant poaching.

There was a single police sergeant at Komatipoort, to the south of the

reserve, whose job it was to singlehandedly defend that section of the

Major James Stevenson-Hamilton in Inniskilling Dragoons uniform

(1914) © SANParks archives



park. In addition, soldiers returning home from the war hoped to be

given the land for sheep farming.

At the time, it looked like the reserve would never recover, but by

1919 things started to improve. The staff numbers had increased

again, and the discussion once again arose about the declaration of a

national park.

Finally, on 31 May 1926, the National Parks Act was drawn

up and passed by the Houses of Parliament, and the

Kruger National Park was officially established.

WELCOME TOURISTS

The first ‘real’ tourists were welcomed to the park in 1926. Prior to

that, in 1922, there were railway tours that passed through the

reserve – the trains would stop for one day in the park to allow

passengers to view the wildlife.

It was only in 1928 when the first tourist facilities were constructed

in the park. Satara, Pretoriouskop and Skukuza (then known as Sabi

Bridge) became the first locations for overnight huts. A tented camp

https://www.flyairlink.com/?utm_source=Africa%20Geo%20Online%20Mag%20banner%20General&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=Africa%20Geo%20Online%20Mag%20banner%20General


was constructed on the banks of the Luvhuvhu River in the far north

of the park, but after being hit by floods, and swamped with

mosquitos, it was concluded that it was, in fact, not the ideal location

to bring tourists. Everyone involved was new to this, and through

trial and error the park began finding its feet.

NO RULES

Letaba Camp with the old huts and fuel pump in the early 1930s ©

SANParks archives



The late twenties seemed like a laid-back time in Kruger’s history.

The only real rules that applied were to leave your firearms at home

and pay your fee of one Pound at the gate. Other than that, you were

a free agent. Guests weren’t even required to return to their cabins at

night. Instead, they could camp out under the stars. Those early

pioneering Kruger guests must have had a few adventures and stories

to tell, what with such casual arrangements and the complete lack of

communications. (Imagine the stress of a safari without mobile

phone apps and live updates to Instagram and Facebook  )

The picnic spots in the park were unfenced, despite repeated

warnings to the Board by warden Stevenson-Hamilton about the

https://www.klaseriesands.com/


dangers involved. It was finally agreed that picnic spots would not be

shown on tourist maps, and that warning signs would be put up.

By 1930 it became clear that things were getting out of hand, and a

few more rules were required to maintain order. Consequently, an

official list of rules and regulations was drawn up. But with no

funding to conduct patrols, they were rarely enforced.

http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Unspoilt-Africa-permits-Union-National-Parks-1935-e1530885340274.jpg


Caption: A selection of pages from various pamphlets for the Kruger

National Park. Clockwise from left: 1) The cover page of a

pamphlet written by James Stevenson-Hamilton in 1928; 2) A page

from the ‘Unspoilt Africa’ pamphlet about permits for Kruger

published in 1935; 3) The 1935 regulations for Kruger from the

http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Cover-page-for-Kruger-pamphlet-1928.jpg
http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Unspoilt-Africa-Union-National-Parks-1935.jpg


‘Unspoilt Africa’ pamphlet. All images © SANParks archives

THE TROUBLESOME BOARD

The historical evidence that exists on Kruger frequently mentions the

epic fights that were had with the Board at the time, an assemblage of

stooge-like characters. And, while curbing infrastructure in the name

of conservation is a worthy cause, the Board didn’t seem to be

committed to any particular ethical stance. Rather, they seemed to

possess a staunch commitment to the slow turning wheels of

bureaucracy.

One notable dispute took place over baths. A proposal was made that

the camps had to be equipped with hot water, but the chairperson,

Senator Jack Brebner, considered this a foolish luxury. The fight

continued, and in 1933 hot water was granted on the condition that

each guest paid a shilling per bath.

Being generally out of touch, the Board had to be convinced that the

game rangers could not be expected to make the beds and bring the

guests tea, while also trying to make sure the buffalo don’t go

http://travel.africageographic.com/


thundering through a neighbouring farm. Finally, much to everyone’s

relief, no doubt, the Board agreed to hire more staff.

Left: Aerial view of Satara camp in 1948. Right: The Lower Sabie

camp in 1956. Both photos © SANParks archives

PLANES, TRAINS AND CARS

Tourists in Kruger during the early days faced unique challenges,

including the almost total lack of roads. Prior to 1928, there were

only service roads, capable of low-volume traffic from Gravelotte and

Acornhoek to the Portuguese border (modern-day border of

Mozambique). The roads were not capable of carrying heavy tourist

traffic.

In 1922, South African Railways offered tours via trains, and for a

http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Satara-aerial-August-1948.jpg
http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Lower-Sabie.jpg


brief moment in history, an air service was introduced, and then

promptly cancelled. There were seven planes, of which six were legal,

and they seated just two or three passengers at a time.

http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Malelane-early-1930s.jpg
http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/kruger-national-park-self-drive-�Anton-Kruger.jpg
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Clockwise from left: 1) In 1922, South African Railways offered

Kruger tours via trains © SANParks archives; 2) Pontoons were the

only way to travel across rivers with cars in the early 1930s ©

SANParks archives; 3) Self-drive tourists stop to enjoy a lion

sighting in Kruger National Park © Anton Kruger; 4) Modern-day

game drive in a private game reserve bordering Kruger National

Park, and part of the Greater Kruger © Simon Espley

While there was a functioning airstrip at Mavumbye (near Satara),

there was still the challenge of getting the guests from the airstrip to

the rest huts. In the 1940s the first official roads were built. There

were several notable challenges to this construction process,

including the thick vegetation that renders vast areas of the Lowveld

fairly inaccessible. Add to that challenge the shortage of finances and

lack of manpower, and the situation became rather dire.

The Board dealt with these challenges by having the already

overworked and underfunded game rangers help to clear the thick

vegetation and make the roads. This once again shows that a Kruger

Park ranger’s remarkable forbearance and grit is never in question –

then and now.

Eventually the full network of roads we know today appeared, and in

the 1960s some of the roads were tarred. One has to wonder if we lost

a bit of the ‘old’ Kruger when some of the dirt tracks were covered

up. Stevenson-Hamilton most likely would have thought so.



THE ‘GREATER’ KRUGER

The Greater Kruger is one of conservation’s biggest success stories, in

that land additional to the national park is incorporated into an over-

riding management strategy. Additional parcels of land (privately

and community owned) on the western border have been

incorporated into the core protected area over the years, by the

signing of management accords and the removal of fences. This

ongoing process involves complex negotiations and varied land-use

requirements and expectations, including photographic tourism

rights and trophy hunting in some areas (there is no trophy hunting

in the national park itself).

There are no longer fences between these reserves and Kruger,

providing the animals with an opportunity to roam, thereby reducing

pressure on vegetation and bringing back historical local seasonal

wildlife movements – which are usually in an east-west direction,

compared to the north-south shape of the Kruger National Park.

Then and now: Shingwedzi Camp in 1935 and present © SANParks archives



Sabi Sand Reserve



The 65,000 ha Sabi Sand Reserve shares a 50km unfenced boundary

with the Kruger National Park. When the Kruger National Park was

declared in 1926, the original landowners of the Sabi Game Reserve

were excised and had to settle for land outside of the national park.

In 1948, 14 of these conservation-minded landowners met at Mala

Mala and decided to join forces and create the first ever private

nature reserve in South Africa. The eastern fence of the reserve,

bordering the Kruger National Park, was removed in 1993, making

the Sabi Sand Reserve part of the Greater Kruger. Land use is for

photographic tourism and private leisure use.

Associated Private Nature Reserves (APNR)

The 183,474 ha APNR is an association of privately-owned reserves

that removed fences with the Kruger National Park in 1993 after

operating prior to that as wildlife hunting and livestock farms. The

reserves (which in turn are made up of multiple smaller properties)

Lower Sabie camp aerial view, taken on 5th August 1948 © SANParks

archives



included in the APNR are Timbavati Private Nature Reserve (53,395

ha), Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (60,080 ha), Umbabat Private

Nature Reserve (17,910 ha), Balule Nature Reserve (40,589 ha) and

the recently added Thornybush Game Reserve (11,500 ha). Land use

varies from private leisure use to photographic tourism and trophy

hunting on some properties.

Clockwise from left: 1) The pool deck at Klaserie Sands River

Camp, Klaserie © Simon Espley; 2) Poolside luxury at Makanyi

Lodge, Timbavati © Simon Espley; 3) Balule Camp in 1971 © W. de

Beer/SANParks

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-213/history-and-future-of-the-kruger/pool-deck-at-klaserie-sands-river-camp-klaserie/#main


Manyeleti

Founded in 1963, the 23,000 ha Manyeleti Game Reserve is

sandwiched between the Kruger, Sabi Sand, and Timbavati, with no

fences in-between. It also has an interesting and unique history.

During the Apartheid years, it was the only reserve that welcomed

people of colour, and after claiming back the land, the local Mnisi

people now own and manage the reserve. Land use is exclusively for

photographic tourism.

Clockwise from left: 1) Manyeleti bush breakfast; 2) Tintswalo

Safari Lodge, Manyeleti; 3) Pungwe Safari Camp, Manyeleti. All

photos © Simon Espley

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-197/manyeleti-the-place-of-stars/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Manyeleti-bush-breakfast-1.jpg


Letaba Ranch

The 42,000 ha Letaba Ranch Game Reserve, just north of the mining

town of Phalaborwa, shares an unfenced border with the Kruger

National Park. The reserve is owned by the local Mthimkhulu

community, and has historically been used mainly for trophy

hunting. Future plans include hunting and eco-tourism, but current

operations appear to be in a state of turmoil.

Makuya 

Makuya Nature Reserve is a 16,000 ha game reserve near the Pafuri

https://www.wildshotsafari.com/


gate in the far north of the Kruger, and also shares an unfenced

border with the Kruger National Park. The reserve is owned by the

Makuya, Mutele, and Mphaphuli communities and is used for both

trophy hunting and photographic tourism purposes.

BEYOND SOUTH AFRICA AND THE BIG PICTURE

Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP)

GLTP is a 3,8 million-hectare peace park, created on 10 November

2010, that straddles the international borders of three countries, with

some of the best wildlife areas in southern Africa being managed as

an integrated unit.

This transfrontier park links the Greater Kruger National Park in

South Africa to Mozambique’s Limpopo National Park (1 million ha),

and Zimbabwe’s Gonarezhou National Park (500,000 ha). Fences

between the parks have started to come down, allowing the animals

to take up their old migratory routes that were previously blocked by

political boundaries. Translocations of various antelope species and

http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/kruger-wilderness-walking-safari/


entire elephant breeding herds have been undertaken, to speed up

the process.

Transfrontier Conservation Areas (TFCA)

The TFCA is a strategy to expand the GLTP to an area of

approximately 10 million hectares, by incorporating several more

national parks, such as Mozambique’s Zinave National Park

(400,000 ha) and Banhine National Park (725,000 ha), plus large

tracts of state and community-owned tracts of land in-between these

parks.

The Kruger National Park is the foundation and role model for this

growing and evolving conservation success story.



WIND BACK THE CLOCK: PRE-KRUGER TIMES

Then and now: Shingwedzi Camp in 1956 and present © SANParks archives



People have lived in and travelled through Kruger for thousands of

years.

The Kruger is an archaeologist’s treasure trove, with more than 300

significant sites – from early Stone Age to San rock art – and cultural

artefacts from thousands of years ago. The humans of history have

left their mark on the Kruger National Park of today.

Prior to Kruger’s formalisation as a protected area, the area was

home to people who mined, hunted, traded and lived their lives – as

humans do. The ruins of Thulamela on the southern banks of the

Luvuvhu River near Pafuri is one of the most significant

https://www.slowtravelafrica.com/single-post/2017/10/09/Thulamela---a-wilderness-hike-with-a-difference
https://www.hphpublishing.co.za/blogs/news/the-ultimate-bird-companion-set?utm_source=Africa-Geographic-blog-stories&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=Bird%20Bundle%20Special&utm_term=Ultimate-birding-land-of-contrast&utm_content=love-birding


archaeological finds in South Africa. This ancient stone citadel

reveals a thriving historical mountain kingdom that was occupied by

3,000 people who traded in gold and ivory between 1200 and 1600

AD. The prolific trading community, descendants of the Great

Zimbabwe civilisation, were skilled goldsmiths who also traded in

iron extracted and smelted from 200 local mines. Subsequent to the

Thulamela dynasty a Tsonga-speaking agricultural and fishing

community, known as the Makuleke, settled in the area and thrived

until they were forcibly removed to make way for the national park.

The transition to conservation status heralded a less pleasant part of

Kruger’s history, when these indigenous people were removed from

the area, and relocated elsewhere. In recognition of this, and in line

with South Africa’s ongoing land restitution process, in 1998 the

Makuleke area in the Kruger was returned to the ownership of the

The Thulamela ruins are located high on a hill, overlooking the Luvuvu River in the northernmost part of

Kruger © Katarina Mancama/Slow Travel Africa

https://www.slowtravelafrica.com/


Tsonga people, who now earn concession royalties in return for that

area remaining within the Kruger National Park. Other areas within

and bordering the Greater Kruger are currently under some form of

land claim, and the future will reveal the results of this process.

Clockwise from left: 1) Within the Pafuri area is the Makuleke

Concession, arguably one of the most scenically beautiful and

diverse wilderness areas in the Kruger © Rare Earth/The Outpost;

2) A field guide and a guest go on a walking safari through the fever

tree forest in the Makuleke Concession © Rare Earth/The Outpost;

3) Children from the Makuleke community © Andrea Pellegrino

https://www.rareearth.co.za/the-outpost-summary/
https://www.rareearth.co.za/the-outpost-summary/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/TheOutpost_High-res_Location_Aeriallandscapes_04.jpg


Although there are no longer any indigenous people living inside the

Kruger, there are still many interesting conversations to be had,

across Africa, about indigenous people living semi-traditional lives

within the boundaries of national parks and other protected areas.

These and other issues such as poaching continue to drive

the evolution of this amazing,  iconic national park. The

Kruger is one of the world’s most outstanding

conservation success stories, with  a fascinating past and

promising future. Long may it continue to evolve and

thrive! 

 

We wish to thank South African National Parks

Visitors to the Kruger watch lions from their cars in the 1940s ©

SANParks archives



(SANParks) and Joep Stevens, their General Manager

Strategic Tourism Services, for sharing their numerous

resources, including photographs and text, from their

archives.

 

TRAVEL TO KRUGER WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC

Have a look at our bucket-list Kruger safaris below:

• Sabi Sands Photographic Safari (6 days)

• Kruger Wilderness Walking Safari (4 days)

• Art on Safari in Kruger (5 days)

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to go, and with

whom. A few weeks too early or late and a few kilometres off course

and you could miss the greatest show on Earth. And wouldn’t that

be a pity? Contact an Africa Geographic safari consultant to plan

your dream vacation.

http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/sabi-sands-photographic-safari/
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/kruger-wilderness-walking-safari/
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/art-safari-alison-nicholls-kruger-national-park/
mailto:travel@africageographic.com
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Celebrating Africa's Elephants

The African elephant (Loxodonta africana) is the largest land

mammal in the world and one of nature’s great ecosystem

engineers. For many people, elephants epitomise an African safari.

Their big stature, tactical trunks, and human-like qualities make
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them a point of interest for both avid and novice safari goers alike.

Their beneficial impact on biodiversity in large unfenced

ecosystems and their potentially negative impact on same in

fenced environments, make them a unique and crucial keystone

species in Africa.

In this gallery, Celebrating Africa’s Elephants, we are taking a look

at these incredible animals through the lens of some incredibly

talented photographers who entered our Photographer of the Year

2017 and 2018 competitions. So sit back, relax, and enjoy this awe-

inspiring gallery honouring these majestic pachyderms.

http://magazine.africageographic.com/photographer-of-the-year-2018/
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A lazy sunset along the riverbank with a elephant herd for company in Chobe National Park,

Botswana © Poulomee Basu (Photographer of the Year 2018 entrant)

Elephant herds are led by older cows (matriarchs), with young

bulls forming their own smaller herds after leaving the breeding

herd. Old bulls often roam on their own, or with a few companions

(often referred to as askaris), meeting up with breeding herds as

cows come into season.
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Picture 2 of 22

"Circles of protection" at Addo Elephant National Park, South Africa © John Vosloo

(Photographer of the Year 2017 Winner)

"While this elephant herd was at the waterhole, I noticed that

there was only one little calf amongst them. It seemed to be the

subject of overprotectiveness with almost every elephant it came

into contact with. This image shows more than one adult elephant

very carefully and delicately using their trunk to protect and guide

this little one." ~ John Vosloo
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Picture 21 of 22

"Giant walking" in Kruger National Park, South Africa © Bernhard Bekker (Photographer of the

Year 2018 entrant)

"Whilst travelling from the airport to our photographic safari

destination we took a small detour on a well-known loop when

suddenly this massive elephant bull appeared out of nowhere. He

was so gracious and not bothered about our presence at all. While

he was walking, the perfect side profile shot presented itself for

this amazing capture. It was truly amazing to see this tusker in this
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"Strong family" – an elephant herd make their way through Serengeti National Park, Tanzania ©

Panos Laskarakis (Photographer of the Year 2018 entrant)

"Along the endless plains of Serengeti National Park, a large family

of the biggest land mammals on Earth approached. As I captured

their magnificence I wondered to myself what it felt like to be such

an incredible creature, to have that power and those strong bonds

that they keep within the herd.” ~ Panos Laskarakis
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Picture 4 of 22

Two iconic tuskers flank a younger 'askari' in East Africa © George Dian Balan (Photographer of

the Year 2018 entrant)

"If there is any "walk of fame" in the elephant world, then this

must be the one. Two living monuments of natural history in an

exquisite display. The young bull in between the patriarchs has just

left his maternal family and is looking for role models. The two

iconic bulls probably have the same father. For the most part they

are "brothers in tusks". The one in the background is three years
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older and has possibly the biggest tusks on any elephant alive." ~

George Dian Balan

     

https://www.wildshotsafari.com/
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An elephant crosses the Chobe River in Chobe National Park, Botswana © Johan J. Botha

(Photographer of the Year 2018 entrant)

The elephant’s sense of smell is estimated to be four times that of a

bloodhound, or 160 times that of a human. They can smell water

from many kilometres away.
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A blue dusk elephant fight in Zimanga Private Game Reserve, South Africa © Andreas Hemb

(Photographer of the Year 2018 Top 101)

Elephants are the heaviest land mammals, at 4-7 tons, and the

second tallest land mammal (behind the giraffe) at 3.1 to 3.4

metres at the shoulder. The largest elephant on record weighed

10.9 tons and was 3.9 metres at the shoulder.
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Picture 18 of 22

A natural spotlight in Amboseli National Park, Kenya © Dana Kennedy (Photographer of the

Year 2017 Top 101 Finalist)

"Out on Lake Amboseli one gets a sense of colossal space and

unobstructed views. On this evening game drive, the angry skies

produced a dramatic backdrop to this image of a lone bull elephant

as he walked by our vehicle in total silence. Amboseli and its

elephants provide an extraordinary window into the world of these

majestic creatures like no other place on Earth." ~ Dana Kennedy
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Picture 17 of 22

Up close of an elephant's foot in Madikwe Game Reserve, South Africa © Subi Sridharan

(Photographer of the Year 2018 entrant)

"This photo was taken from a hide next to a waterhole near the

lodge where I stayed in Madikwe. I was in the hide when a herd of

elephants approached. I wanted to show the size of these gentle

giants, so I started taking close-up photos of one of the elephant’s

leg. Only after viewing it through the viewfinder I could see the

details (including the broken nail!) which I would not have seen
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Picture 7 of 22

"Eyes only for you" – two rescued adolescent elephants at David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust's

Elephant Orphanage, Nairobi, Kenya © Poulomee Basu (Photographer of the Year 2018

entrant)

Elephants communicate in a low frequency sound wave of which

the majority is below our hearing spectrum. The hungry tummy

rumble is the portion of the sound that we can hear. However, it

has been suggested that there are over 23 different vocalisms – of

which 80% are used exclusively by the cows.
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Picture 8 of 22

"Majestic elephant bull" in Etosha National Park, Namibia © Annemarie du Plessis (Photographer

of the Year 2017 Finalist)

"A lonely elephant bull appeared on the horizon in Etosha,

approaching the Newbrownii waterhole. The closer the bull got to

the waterhole, the more majestic he towered above the herd of

springbok and other game at the waterhole... I knew I had to get to

the waterhole's view point! But there was no time! I suddenly

realised that I was in the most perfect place to take the shot. The
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contrast between the white-dusty elephant and clear blue Etosha

skies contributed to an awesome shot." ~Annemarie du Plessis
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Picture 15 of 22

"Unsteady but secure" in Skukuza, Kruger National Park, South Africa © Thinus Schoeman

(Photographer of the Year 2017 Top 101 Finalist)

"A family of elephants were resting in the shade of large riverine

trees on the riverbank, approximately 8 to 10 metres from the

road. I spotted this very young baby elephant, still unsure on its

feet, secure between the elephant cow's legs. I liked the natural

framing the body and legs of the elephant cow provided, and had

an image in mind. I had time to take four photos before the baby
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turned away and disappeared deeper into the herd. It was a

privilege to witness how protective the family was of this baby

elephant." ~ Thinus Schoeman
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Picture 9 of 22

An elephant rests its trunk on its tusk in Addo National Park, South Africa © Prelena Soma

Owen (Photographer of the Year 2018 entrant)

Elephants are either left or right ‘handed’. They are born not

knowing how to use their trunks and  learn as they grow. Like

humans they show a preference between grasping objects to the

left or right. You can tell which side elephants prefer – tusks are

shorter on the preferred side (because they get worn down more

on that side).
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Picture 14 of 22

"Shy portrait" in Mala Mala Game Reserve, South Africa © Mike Pepe (Photographer of the

Year 2018 entrant)

Many tree species rely on elephants to spread their seeds. But that

is not all. Many seeds are more likely to germinate having passed

through an elephant’s gut. Elephants transport these seeds for

many kilometres as they process their food, before depositing

them in their dung balls – a vital fertiliser and moisture package

for those seeds, and a kick-starter to life.
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Picture 10 of 22

"The long march" in Amboseli National Park, Kenya © Paolo Torchio (Photographer of the Year

2018 entrant)

"For the majority of the year, Lake Amboseli is an immense, flat,

arid land. Nothing can grow on it, and under the African sun the

temperature during the day can be unbearable. So many times,

while driving along  that desert land, I dreamt of seeing the

elephants that are forced to cross the desert to reach the Amboseli

swamp, and the fresh water from Mount Kilimanjaro. And one day
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it happened. Far away, like a mirage, I saw a long line of

pachyderms slowly marching through the heat waves. I carefully

approached them and I finally took the shot I was looking for, in

the incredible silence of the dusty desert." ~ Paolo Torchio
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Flight of gold in Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe © Vikram Ghanekar (Photographer of the

Year 2017 Top 101 Finalist)

"The plan was to capture this majestic elephant bull in Mana's

golden light before the sun disappeared beyond the Zambian

escarpment. There was a flock of cattle egrets feeding on the

insects disturbed by the elephant. All of a sudden they took off and

flew right across the elephant. With some quick camera work, I

was able to freeze their motion against this unique and beautiful
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background in magical light. An impala startled by the birds added

to the scene." ~ Vikram Ghanekar
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Picture 12 of 22

An elephant's trunk in Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe © Giovanni Frescura

(Photographer of the Year 2018 Finalist)

There are about 50,000 muscles in an elephant’s trunk, made up

of six muscle groups, and no bones. This compares to 639 muscles

in the entire human body! The closest thing we have to an

elephant’s trunk is our tongue. Elephants use their trunks to

breathe, drink, eat, smell, snorkel, wrestle, communicate, touch,

feel, hold, grab and pull. We can’t think of any other appendage
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that is so versatile.
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